amenable to excavation. 13 But to dismiss these afterlives simply as "incorrect" invocations is to elide the important insights they provide regarding the complicated legacies of political violence in contemporary India and the ongoing ambivalence toward the independence moment and the "freedom" it is seen to represent.
This article is concerned precisely with Bhagat Singh's apprehension as the spectral "third person" in the political argument of modern India. I take some liberty, here, with the "third person" conceptualized by Jacques Rancière in his discussion of modern political dialogue. For Rancière, it is the grammatical third person-the "they"-which exceeds and breaks the simple rationality of a dialogue of interests; that is, the communication between first and second person, the "I" and the "you," freighted with individual motivations and value systems. The third person marks the multiplication of persons that creates a community; as when the workers' representative declares the "workers will not accept" a particular settlement. It places a dispute in common. 14 My use of "third person" combines this third person address (an appeal to the "they") with the force of the dead man's gaze. It resonates thus with Émile Benveniste's illuminating discussion of the third person as a "nonperson," following the Arabic grammarian's al-ya'ibu: "the one who is absent." 15 These converge to capture a vision of community that spans the living and the dead, establishing a dispute that is held in common across sequential time. Such a rendering allows us to keenly aware that the revolution he once passionately desired never happened. Though the British have left, "nothing has changed." 16 Garg, one of India's foremost Hindi novelists, interrogates in Avijit a generation's experience of the independence moment: that abrupt transition from the urgency of anticolonial mass movement to the hushed reality and pragmatic demands of governance in a postcolonial polity. Garg was only nine years old when Jawaharlal Nehru raised the flag of an independent India over Delhi's Red Fort on 15
August 1947, but she recalls the moment within her politicized Calcutta family as one characterized by "disillusionment, angst, frustration and guilt" rather than triumph. This Independence, she records in an author's note, "was nothing more than a transfer of power.
At best we could say we had reached halfway to freedom. Or was it halfway to nowhere?" 17 Avijit's struggle with India's imperfect azaadi (freedom), where the class, caste, and gender inequalities of colonial society persist, is experienced as highly personal. His own compromises are rendered explicit by juxtaposition with the self-sacrificing revolutionary, considers the problem of duration-of being halfway still-fighting for a revolution that is yet to come. Finally, the predicament of being halfway always: the trans-historical significance of Bhagat Singh's opposition to tyranny. These experiences are differentiated for the purpose of discussion but can and do overlap, as we shall see. As stutters, delays, and diversions complicating the forward march of time, each underlines the essay's approach to "afterlives" as a malady of (rather than departure from) historicism.
In drawing together these three experiences of a present "halfway"-repeated, endured, or perpetual-the object is not to prove commensurability between the different political projects they provoke. Certainly, the Hindu nationalist vigilantes discussed in Section III would balk at proximity to the Maoist student groups in Section IV or the Sikh separatists in Section V, and vice versa for each. But comparison allows an important point to be made Singh's life and death stand demonstrative of a particular way of being in and toward a political present: specifically the value of courage, commitment, and a capacity for action. 19 The revolutionary's projected response to a condition of unfinished business ("what does Bhagat Singh want?") is similarly interpreted in highly individuated practices and not through law, institutions, or even a precise program. Action sets the terms for fidelity to dead comrades, the form of a responsibility. Thus Garg's mix of personal anxiety with political collapse in the figure of Avijit is telling: the independence generation, she argues, "shied away from taking responsibility, and opted for status quo rather than revolutionary change." 20 The three sections below explore the force of a revolutionary inheritance and its incitement to personal responsibility. Drawn primarily from periods of fieldwork in North India from 2011 to 2013, they reflect the characteristics of this conjuncture: the height of popular movements against government corruption, the rise of Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) politician Narendra
Modi as "outsider" to national politics, and the global reverberations of rebellion stretching from Zuccotti Park to Tahrir Square. My central concern is with processes of contextualization, where political actors negotiate and come to terms with the present they stand and speak on, in league with the dead who cajole, demand, or simply keep watch. 21 
III. ON "TRAITORS, ANTI-NATIONALS & CORRUPTS"
It is difficult to discuss the contemporary afterlives of Bhagat Singh without invoking the RDB, which depicts the political awakening of a group of young men in twenty-firstcentury urban India, is first and foremost a story of patricide, of a generation brought to kill its corrupt parents. As several critics have noted, the film reflects a middle-class "fantasy" about corruption in India, with individual greed presented as the central cause of national stagnation and the primary barrier to India's "world class" status. This rot is taken to demand internal purification: a cleansing of structures rather than any change in the structures themselves. 24 It is significant that RDB was released at the height of market liberalism in India, with economic reforms initiated in 1991 reaching their apogee in record GDP growth rates (9 percent in 2007) and Manmohan Singh, the finance minister who oversaw these structural changes, newly elected to the prime minister's office. The film communicates the populist mirror of this process of liberalization: a growing frustration with the bureaucratic inertia and the belief that political graft was preventing the country from reaching its "full"
potential. In RDB, as in the IAC movement inaugurated in 2011, it is urban, educated youth who form the enthusiastic vanguard for the process of political (as opposed to consciously "ethnic" or "religious") purification and mobilize to pressure a stubborn system from outside.
Bhagat Singh and his comrades in the Hindustan Socialist Republican Association (HSRA) are directly implicated in the political awakening depicted by RDB. The tangled temporal experience evoked by Garg's Anitya is also an explicit feature of the film, with scenes from twenty-first-century Delhi collapsing into sepia-soaked episodes from interwar
India. This device is enabled, in part, by the film's premise, wherein a group of partyoriented, politically-apathetic students are talked into performing in a film about the anticolonial revolutionaries, so that they end up directly acting out this history. But these are more than just flashbacks, and the postcolonial present is revealed to be a mirror of the past, stricken with the same problems Bhagat Singh fought in his own time. It is through this sense of repetition, of the return of a battle that was supposed to be finished, that the protagonists come to greet Bhagat Singh as an interlocutor in their present.
When Ajay, a close friend of the group and a patriotic Air Force pilot, dies due to a malfunctioning aircraft, the distance between past and present collapses and the return to a point "halfway" affirmed. In a vision of the infamous Amritsar massacre at Jallianwala Bagh in 1919, the British General Reginald Dyer orders his troops to shoot down innocent Indians before he transforms into the corrupt, twenty-first-century Indian defense minister who procured damaged airplanes and is thus blamed for Ajay's death. Despite this call to repetition, there is an interesting inversion in the Sena's engagement with Bhagat Singh, as Simona Sawhney has noted, and that is their disavowal of martyrdom.
The aforementioned manifesto invokes a history of invaders, suggesting, "We are dying frm
[sic] last 1000 years," but "Now we will not die, if we will die, then who will give right blood when the nation is in peril." If, for Bhagat Singh and his comrades, this meant accepting that their own blood could be spilled alongside that of an enemy, for the Sena it is focused solely on the blood of another-the anti-national who must be eradicated. 47 The BSKS has, since the Bhushan episode, coordinated a series of spectacles which, though disparate and at times contradictory, all have at their heart some idea of a corrupt or imperiled nation to be defended through individuated action. This nation necessarily exceeds 55 But just as there is always more than one inheritance, so too can Bhagat Singh's contrast with Gandhi be read differently. In Christopher Pinney's analysis, Bhagat Singh's popularity is again as a distinctly "modern" figure-muscular and masculine perhaps, but ultimately fluid and unpredictable, for whom no project of an autochthonous "ancestral" past plays a role. 56 This vision of the revolutionary less as the embodiment of something "pure"
and instead as an exhortation to dissident mobility is the focus of the next section.
IV. "FOR I NO LONGER END IN MYSELF"
In November 2011, the Chandigarh-based activist Gaurav Chhabra released a one-hour, Certification, which argued that the film had to be dropped due to its "anti-national" content.
It suggested nine cuts on the grounds that the film was insulting to government officials.
Chhabra refused, and so Inklab never made it to cinemas. the Ph.D. student is a threat: "Well," she answers, "to anything stagnant, anything outdated, everything that stinks of ignorance, neglect, inequality … in this sense … he is dangerous." A similar futurism, in league with the dead, is the object of the discussion below.
The shape and form of student politics in postcolonial India remains an understudied topic, though social scientists generally accept that students as a "demand group" typically focus on campus issues such as housing, tuition, or examinations. 63 While student protestors have successfully challenged particular government regimes-famously in the 1974 Nav Nirman Movement prompted by economic crisis and leading to the resignation of Gujarat's Chief Minister-they have "rarely challenged the centrist consensus" in Indian politics. Student politics is a necessarily transient realm; it has a "short generational cycle." 65 No one can stay young or remain a student forever. For leftist student groups, this transience prompts a spatially and temporally dissident process of contextualization in the constitution of the "student activist," one that relies on tropes of solidarity through duration to structure its footing in the present. Rather than continuity through defense of territory or religious during what AISA calls "Martyrs Week," in late March: "Today when we remember these martyrs, we need to ask … do we have it in our self to raise a loud voice? As the inheritors of the ideas and spirit of these martyrs, AISA pledges to raise a loud voice that shatters the current system of injustice and intensify our struggle for an India of Bhagat Singh's dreams."
67
The living are pushed forward by the dead, who simultaneously inspire and illuminate a "something-to-be-done" in the present. Continuity is conjured in terms of "movements and martyrs," as one AISA leader put it to me, 68 and the student activist is constituted as one amidst a spectral gathering, a transient member of an always-shifting community. Bhagat
Singh is affirmed in an AISA tract as crucial to ongoing "anti-imperialist and pro-people" struggles in India, from Naxalbari to Nandigram: "For those of us who wish to raise the voice of protest … Bhagat Singh provides us energy and inspiration." Singh may be an iconic figure useful for propaganda purposes, he continued, but ultimately such a focus on one person is damaging for a mass movement. 79 Kishore's comments express a discomfort with the individualist potential of the heroic, armed revolutionary, and demonstrate a pragmatic concern with the institutional requirements of organized struggle.
But at the same time, his opinion is perhaps more representative of the CPI-M at large than of student politics specifically, by which I mean that there is arguably something appropriate about Bhagat Singh's excessive, youthful potentiality as it intersects with the heightened stakes of student politics. The campus, populated as it is by youth, preceding and so exempt from the obligations of age and career, is in many ways the ideal location for the pursuit of departure and individual action demanded by a revolutionary inheritance. In this space, Bhagat Singh's stake in the achievement of radical change is affirmed, for this achievement would not be simply a reward for the living but would also serve to redeem the dead. This idea of a shared struggle that may one day be resolved inspires commitment among the transient leftist student community; even if the sequential model it follows is liable to stutter, the promise of redemption remains. The next section dispenses with the promise of redemption altogether to consider how the specter of Bhagat Singh may weigh upon everyday life, in perpetuity.
V. "OUR HEROES … ARE SHADOWING YOUR TYRANTS"
In April 2013, several state governments in north India decided to ban, on the eve of its release, a new Punjabi film called Sadda Haq (Our Right). 80 At issue was the film's potential to negatively affect "communal harmony" in the region. Sadda Haq is set during the high period of police repression in Punjab, its story unfolding in the years after 1984 when an anxious central government responded to insurgent demands for an independent Sikh territory-"Khalistan"-with widespread and often indiscriminate detentions, torture, and executions of young Sikh men. 81 The film follows the fictional Kartar Singh Bazz and his decision to take up arms against the Indian government. Though it had been certified by the It is curious, then, that the controversy over Sadda Haq first emerged around a promotional music video that had at its heart a distinctly trans-historical identification: that is, the Punjabi folk figure of the baghi (rebel, insurgent), who is compelled to challenge a twenty-first-century Punjab is readily apparent, and the song echoes the ubiquity of his image on bumper stickers and T-shirts. 86 It was not simply invocation, then, but the gesture of incorporation that prompted criticism: the song's suggestion that hallowed "freedom fighters" like Bhagat Singh could be spoken of as "in the same vein" as Sikh militants, an alignment Congress MP Ravneet Singh Bittu suggested "tries to glorify terrorism." 87 It is perhaps significant that the Punjab-born Jazzy B has spent most of his life in Vancouver;
Sadda Haq, like the idea of Khalistan itself, has found an enthusiastic audience among the Canadian Sikh diaspora. 88 And yet Bhagat Singh's enduring popularity in Punjab, and among Sikhs in general, is enabled precisely because his life and death align so well with established narratives of heroism and honorable action in the community. The baghi figuration strips Bhagat Singh of historical particularity, but in doing so ensures his identification as a worthy interlocutor and model of action against abuses of power. 89 My concern here is thus not to critique Jazzy B's "appropriation" of Bhagat Singh into a distinctly Sikh pantheon, but rather to note how this alignment allows the revolutionary to defy relegation to the past and, in spectralized form, authorize certain ideas of action and responsibility in the postcolonial present. 90 The baghi is a figure prompted by a relational dynamic and so defined in terms of action and stance rather than any precise idea at stake in a struggle. This responsive, recalcitrant subjectivity, tempted forward by the tyranny of the powerful, is often portrayed as a "natural" should change, always and ever, yielding place to new, so that one 'good' order may not corrupt the world." 101 Every manifestation of power will produce its baghi, so that even the independent Sikh state Sukha and Jinda demand will not be free from a dissident other. Until that state is formed, however, it remains a banner to wave against contemporary injustice.
102 Jazzy B's invocation of the baghi is, admittedly, less solemn. His proud conjuring of Bhagat Singh strikes a stark contrast to the usual ornaments of his music videos as selfappointed "Crown Prince" of the pop genre bhangra: expensive cars, alcohol, and dancing women. 103 Aside from this surface dissonance, the predicament of a perpetual "halfway" point enshrined in the baghi aligns compellingly with tropes of Jat Sikh masculinity in the music and films of figures like Jazzy B. "Jat" names the demographically and economically dominant caste group of Sikhs in Punjab, primarily associated with agrarian pursuits. The group's regional authority, secured via widespread land ownership, fuels a sense of guardianship over traditional Punjabi culture and morality, though this assumption of supremacy exists in tension with an oft-lamented narrative of economic and political marginalization vis-à-vis the central Indian government: Jat Sikhs appear "hegemonic while resistant," in Nicola Mooney's phrase. 104 The popular genre of bhangra is frequently noted for its "Jatcentric" themes, and indeed one of Jazzy B's earlier hits was called, plainly, "Jatt." 105 Bhagat Singh, born into a Jat Sikh family, is resonant here not simply for his advocacy of righteous struggle but also because he embodies the masculine values of the dominant community: virility, honor, and self-sufficiency. The revolutionary's charismatic recalcitrance stands as a more principled precedent for bhangra "swagger"; so too is the frequent depiction of the revolutionary with a pistol a mirror for contemporary outlaw posturing. And it is not only Jazzy B who interrupted his usual concern with masculine . 106 The point is not that these are departures, however. Rather, the "something-to-be-done" represented by Bhagat Singh is aligned here, in spectralized form, to authorize an everyday ethic of masculine performance and individual entitlement. in twenty-first-century India. Rather than searching for a precise program, a criteria by which to judge "correct" or "incorrect" receptions, this article has followed the convulsions of a promise, one heavily conditioned by fantasies of partisanship and the black-or-white fidelities of anticolonial struggle, the desire for a clarity that is perhaps no longer attainable but which continues to incite allegiance. The question of "afterlives" cannot be fully addressed by conventional histories of reception, which adopt the "decisionist" approach to the past explained in the article's introduction. In accepting the possibility of a "haunting," my aim is not to attribute a ghostly agency to the dead but rather to inject doubt into this insistence on the autonomy of the living-the presumption that we stand, confidently, in an emancipated present, able to draw selectively from the past but remaining in no way bound to it. To acknowledge the work of the dead is to accept that the living may face the future but can be distracted, deterred, or roused by their sense of obligation, duty, or debt to the heroes or victims of struggles past.
The concept of inheritance offers a language for grappling with this untimely interference, for understanding how this spectral weight is experienced as a call to responsibility, an incitement to action, and through which the outcomes of new political struggles have consequences not just for the living but for the honor and dignity of the dead themselves. Key words: martyrdom, inheritance, revolution, haunting, afterlives, politics, Bhagat Singh, India
